Installation Instructions
Super Brite Safety Light
Part No. 506000

Parts List
2- Pre Wired Sealed LED Safety Lamp Assemblies w/Nuts
2- Auxillary Brackets w/8 self tap screws
4- 3M Easy Install Wire Connectors
506002 Kit will include double the quantities listed above.
Installation:
1. Carefully remove door panel from vehicle door. Removal methods differ by
manufacturer so refer to Original Equipment Manufacturer’s or Chilton’stype shop manual for specific instruction.
2. Locate the area in bottom of door or door panel where you intend to mount
the safety light. Make sure that the area has at least 30mm or 1-3/8” of flat
area to accept the width of the Safety Lamp Bezel.
3. Center and Drill a hole of 22mm or 7/8” for the Lamp Assembly to be
installed.
4. Place Safety Lamp Assembly into the 22mm hole and attach threaded plastic
bezel nut to tighten the bezel into place.
5. An Auxiliary bracket can be used for extra support or hard to reach areas on
vehicles, Generally the Auxiliary bracket will be used for top mounting on
surface areas with clearance of at least ¾” and is not preferable for under
door flush style mounting applications especially if clearance is less than
2mm.

Note: Each lamp has an additional pigtail for wiring several lamps in series,
remove cap over connector if required. Leave caps in position if not to be
used.
6. If vehicle is prewired for incandescent door panel light, you can attach 3M
wire connectors to the corresponding power or “hot” wire and the other wire
from the Pre-Wired Safety Lamp to the Ground wire for that light.
7. If vehicle is not pre-wired for courtesy lamps, Attach the red power wire
from the Safety Lamp to the under dash interior light power wire using the
3M Wire Connectors provided in this kit.
8. Next, attach the black wire from the Safety Lamp to the ground wire for the
under dash interior light using the remaining 3M connector.
9. If vehicle is not equipped with under dash courtesy lights, you can use the
ground wire from the dome light circuit and any non-fused power wire.
10. If properly installed, the lights will now turn on automatically when they
door is open and the Dome light switch is in the “Door” or “On” position.
11. Reinstall Door panels and you are now ready to enjoy the safety and security
provided by the Rampage Products Super-Brite Safety Light.
General Information on Under Door Courtesy Lamps: This light kit features a tight
LED cluster that illuminates a safe path for driver and passenger when entering or exiting
the vehicle. They have a proprietary bracket and extremely low profile so that they may
be mounted on the underside of doors or door panels. They offer safety and function for
all. They are wired specifically to be installed quickly and safely to dome light circuit.
The kits are sold in sets of 2 or 4. They are waterproof under normal conditions. The
Lamps are safe to use on general power circuits as they draw only .5 W per unit and do
not require an inline fuse to reduce power flow. The lights can be illuminated for 20,000+
hours under normal conditions This specially designed light kits power requirements are
negligible and so do not cause any duress on the vehicles existing 12V system.
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